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EX’
ABSTSAIT
This experiment.’;! study is an application of in 
vitro methods to an analysis of some of the factors that 
enhance the growth rate and virulence of Hemoohilus influ- ,
i
enzae ip combined infection wi^ :h influenza virus in embryo­
nated eggs. The experiments -were designed to determine
V
whether influenza virus itself or certain substances de­
rived from vitus Infected cells constituted the enhancing
•*%
factors.
The basic media in which hemophilus was cultured 
under appropriate comparable conditions were of four types. 
Levinthal’s broth only CLI the generally accepted culture 
media of choice for Hsmoohilus constituted the control .am 
basis for comparison. Levinthal's broth with equal parts 
• of amniotic fluid from influenza virus infected embryonate* 
eggs (V), Levinthal's broth with equal parts- of amniotic 
fluid from infected eggs from which the virus- had been re­
moved by hemagglutination (30) and Levinthal's broth with 
equal parts of amniotic fluid from normal uninfected 
& embryonated eggs ■If-S’J wsrrs the other three media used.
x
/ ' . •
Data ftr constructing growth curves of Hempptifrs
m ^
in these. metis -ver-i obtained by colony counts of £ppr=—
/ .
priately diluted sahplas drawn at two hour intervals f m n
t
the cultures fasting the first-day of incubatiofT'it 
The analysis if the population composition of Hemobtt.1 ti- 
was obtained by measuring the precipitinogen producing 
capacity of thirty random colonies grown out on Lerirtldl' 3
o • '
agar' from measured samples removed at three hour inter raie 
during the early growth period.
; M1ultiLplicr5tian of fTemophllus took- place most rati fly
and in spproadLmap-aly equal rate in media (V) and This
indicated in the^yi^rst place that the removal of the richs
\
from amniotic fluiijfrom infected embryo at/did not influence 
the growth rate erf ^ Hemophilujf^appreciably. Thus it miIf
v  y
be concluded..that the. virus particles per sfe did not 
tute a growth enhancing factor. The addition of •normrl. 
amniotic fluid increased the growth rate as compared hr 
formal broth rmhrol but to a considerably less
v‘
the addition of amniotic fluid from virus Infected ermrxrhrs.
ft"
(precipitinogen producing) clones of Hemophilus increased 
during the first twelve hours of growth as compar 
growth in madiLe ([if) in v&ichhthe proportion of virnlertsr rimes 
decreased. Thu? appears that the same factory that are
fa
responsible for the more rapidk growth rate also apparently
xi
mrii-rcnin' or enhance the vibul^nce of the be.2t-s.rlal popula- 
•titrr in combined Infection. The virus particla = oar as
a
tlr -non- ,~eem to possess these enhancing influences-..
t- . j
The method^ developed in these studies are -appli-
' . ' i
cr5f..i, to a further exploration into a more eisrt charec-
ierbrahlcsh oH ? the substances produced by virus infected£
-celfx that serve to enhance bacterial virulemr=_ Prelimin- ■
cry testa indicate that these are protein in nature and’
'* * 
thrt their separation and identification mry be accomplished.
-fi'
I
INTRODgCTICS
M3
k The problem of comtiined viral and bacterial infection 
in the causation of disease originated during the influenza 
pandemic of 1918. It became apfsarent at that <time that tfie
O w
serious and often fatal pneumonias'due to different pyogenic, 
bacteria were usually secondary infections superimposed on 
a primary process caused by what then was referred to as a
filterable virus. The experimental approach* to*an analysis
# *
of this phenomenon began with Shape's demonstration of the 
synergistic role of swine influenza virus and Hemophilus 
influenzae var I suls in swine influenza. JDurinfcj the past 
thirty years a considerable number of experimental investi­
gations of this problem have been conducted with strains of&
human influenza type A virus and various bacterial species
in different_host groups under a variety of more or less
controlled circumstances. In general, this has led to the
0
conclusion that the injury and necrosis of susceptible cells
produced by the initial virus infection provided conditions
*
and substance3vin which pathogenic bacteria thrive and 
become the cause of the secondary pneumonia.
This rather crude explanation might account for what 
happens in epidemic influenza where considerable damage po
(
respiratory .tract epithelium takes plac§. It is not apparent
■' “ . » -*~*r
what is responsible for the enhancement of bacterial infecr-
'' ' *
tions complicating a milder'viral respiratory disease in 
which no severe Injury or damage can- be deirtbnstrated-
i t• ’4 *
This tecame clear in a series of studies csyrried out orer 
the past teo years in this laboratory. Influenza type U 
which does^not produce detectable injury or disease 32c 
embryonated served as the initial viral component in-
combined infections *w±t;h Hemophilus^ (influenzae type b„ as 
, the bacterial component. In this experimental model,, a 
careful analysis of the infectious process' indicated thst 
the observed emfeaimcement of virulence of the bacterial 
element in the dma.1 infection posed problems rfelatiug to
to
population dynamics. It was evident that in the virus 
infected embryonated egg, the bacterial population not only 
multiplied more rapidly, but that the proportion of v±rrl«rtt 
elements in this papulation was maintained or even partly 
enhanced. Under these circumstances, greater numbers of 
virulent and mars invasive bacteria were available during 
the very early stages of the infectious process than in the
absence of—yiral Infection in its. mildest form.
These I3a-vdi.vo> experiments did not lend themselves ta 
a more precise afljalysiTs o f  the factors responsible far ttfia 
enhancement of bacterial virulence in the combined infec­
tions. In vitro methods were devised in order to ietencne
whethe^the viral component per se or whether substances^ 
. derived from virus infected cells constituted the factors 
tha*t promoted enhancement of# virulence. The results and
J * r* ♦ *
observations made*in these investigations and the con^ 
elusions drawn from them make up the subject matter of 
this dissertation. ~
RBVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
p
. In 1931, Shope (28) observed that Berkefeld fil­
trates .of infectious material from cases of experimental 
swine influenza introduced intranasally into susceptible 
swine produced a mild febrile disease. When-these fil­
trates were combined with cultures of H. Influenzae 3uis 
and administered intranasally, a disease simulating Influ­
enza in its clinical and pathological features was initi­
ated. This manifestation was not seen when either one of 
the two agents was introduced alone. He postulated that In 
the natural disease the bacterial .component activated the 
latent viral infection. In 1930, Eochez, Shibley and Mills 
(10) transmitted to chimpanzees by means of filtrates of 
human throat washings what was considered to be the agent 
of the common cold. 't'his was found to be followed by a
t
sudden increase in the number of pneumococci in the throat 
of the experimental animal. In 1932, Dochez, Mills, and 
Kneeland (11) used the same procedure and they isolated H. 
Influenzae from both the nasopharynx and the nasal cavities
t
of chimpanzees with experimentally Induced common cold. 
These authors observed that the smooth, more virulent form
5of H. influenzae prevailed Ir. chimpanzees with the* experi­
mental common cold, while the rough, less virulant form of 
the bacterium was the major Isolate from animals which were 
apparently free from the virus. In 1936, Brightman (3, 4) 
observed that when nasal and/or throat washings from chil­
dren suffering from spontaneous infection with influenza 
virus were inoculated intranasally into ferrets, a disease 
indistinguishable from Influenza ensued. The severity of 
the disease was generally enhanced by serial transmission 
of the virus in ferrets. 3JLthough bacterial culture revealed 
the presence of H. influenzae in washings from the children, 
these were not recovered from the inoculated ferrets.* Dur­
ing the early stages of the investigation he was able to
V
isolate staphylococci, gram negative cocci, and diphtheroid 
bacilli from nasal washings of ferrets with influenza virus 
infection. However, after five serial passages of the virus
* t
in these animals, he found that Streptococcus hemolytlcus 
(group-C) was often present in the nasal washings. Further­
more, this micro-organism could be recovered by culture of 
the lungs, heart blood, and viscera of animals that died 
from the experimentally induced Infections. He concluded
r  *
that the hemolytic streptococci had been quiescent in the 
upper respiratory tracts of these animals and then multi­
plied freely when resistance was lowered by thfe viral infec­
tion.
Zr. ""hZ1, Schwab, 31ubaugh, and Woolpert (2 fx X - ..observe6  
~ higher Txrmliry. and shorter survival tirn^^of mice infected 
with a airur*1 hr Streptococcus hemolyticus Xlqrpup C) and
^  -  -  n  -  ^
influenza .FHS virus than in those infected with either of 
tb^se agerttr ilane. *^n the same year GloVer (16) observed 
that ferretr mild only be infected with Streptococcus 
hemolyticur ,jraup Z) by intranasal instillation of the
a  v
micro-organisi when the aninjals were inoculated simultane­
ously ox fev tkys previously with influenza virus.
Zri JdkC,, lang (1) reported what he called the "syn­
ergistic fiffsf" of H. influenzae suis when combined with 
swine influenza virus in the chorio-allantoic membrane of 
9-1C day chit: embryos. This was maintained through at least 
11 chick arbiryx passages of the virus. He also found that 
the comhicfrbicr of H. influenzae suis with swine influenza 
virus caused considerable destruction of embryo lungs? an
effect that leur not observed with either agent alone. Within
*  t
the same year m i  in another investigation (2), he found that
the addititr cf _Z. influenzae to the chorio-allantoic mem­
brane of chic: embryos infected with swine influenza virus 
caused the vtzua: to spread from the membrane to the embryo 
proper. Zhir spreading could be brought about also with a 
purified ur^retlon of hyaldronidase. The latter was not 
accompanist: dy a comparable increase in mortality. In 1945, 
Francis ace Thrregrosa (13) found that infection with
virulent mras of H. influenzae could ,not be established in 
the respirarxry tract of apparently normal mice. 1*everi'-.e-
less, wrier ■die bacteria were introduced 1-5 days after
• • •  ^
establishrrar influenza type A virus infection, the mice
died. H.. igrfTugrreae- had apparently multiplied so th=i ’ it
could be rgmverad from the lungs. To a lesser extent, the
same effete i~s noted with Streptococcus hemolyticus. It
appeaxec t h e  in certain cases the virulence of the bacteria
was enhartrser ty. previously established viral infection. In.
1945, Harfxrt, Smith, and Wood (17) observed the development
of pneumcnur irr nice inoculated intrahasslly «?ith sub lethal
4 * '
"  * ’ doses of ~FTIT influenza virus followed by. droplets of pcrac-
coccal ruirmr.as. 'Tarmal' mice did not develop recognizable
disease by inhalation of the bacteria.' In 1947, Wilson, Sasl
Doan, Wonlrsert, and Schwab (29) found th^t monheys with ..
exper i me nr ally induced combined Streptococcus hemolyticus
(group ad' HRS influenza virus infection exhibited a
more severe tinease as compared to the infection with either
i
of these eujrstc-i ilone. In 1947, Carlisle and Hufisor {3, 3} 
produced id—If infection in mice by intranasal instillation 
of 0.05 ! U  rf influenza type A virus. At intervals of 3,
2, 4, 3, 111,, IS, 24, and 32 days after viral inoculation, 
the suscepttrdiXity of these animals was tested by Infsc— 
tivity ititrxtdxm using group C Streptococcus hemolvt 1 rts 
in experiraerir^ I and control groups. The virus infected mice
f  -'
were found tc "be 100 times, more susceptible than fftne- con­
trols re fatal infection at the 2nd, 4th, Bth, and 12th day. 
No mcrcad: differences were noted in mice receiving atrepto-
cncci tTsrre than 12 days after the initial virus inoculation. * *
Strfrptramccl • could be cultured from all fatally infected
mica. 3teat inactivated influenza virus, had-no effect an
-the susceptibility of mice tb streptococcal infection.. Heat
*
killed streptococci <lid not change the course of ttSne mild 
influmcg: virus infection. Harford, .Leidler and SBara-. (13) 
(IBiK}) concluded from their experiments that the Imtgn ‘of...
normal mice are capable of markedly reducing the sunfier of
S. ’■
type 2 2nenmncoecus within three hours after nasal fneb.il- 
latiorv towever, in lungs with fully developed vital pneu­
monia,, iatrtebfal growth was markedly enhanced. In .1350, 
Hjarfnrf and Hara (19) observed that mice with eacpec&netttal 
pulmonary edema produced by viral infection, drugs,, etc., 
developed increased susceptibility to inhaled pnenncnoocci. 
Under these' circumstances, the micro-organisms malltfcjjoiled 
well. ±r the lungs with a resulting bacterial pneumonia. 
These authors emphasized that the chief effect of f&a pul­
monary edema was to furnish a more suitable fluid medium 
for ilte growth of pneumococci. ‘ -
Conditions in human beings that are known tto be
«
compl^icntied by pulmonary edema such as occur in respiratory 
viral infections are known also to be associated wit©: an
. apparent, increased susceptibility to secondary bacterial 
infections.*- In 1953, Wood-^'Suddingh, and Abberger 130) 
reported an investigation of 51 cases of acute bronchiolitis
in infants.* They concluded that H. Influenzae types a and b
# * w 
must be considered in the etiology and pathogenesis of this
■ *
disease. They did not determine but suggested that other
Y - : ■ ■ ■ - 
bacteria, viruses, or a combination of bacterial and viral
agents vere involved.
* •
In 1955, ^uddingh (5) published an extensive experi-
j
mental study of cegnbined viral and bacterial•infection.
4
Upon tb© introduction of influenza virus type C into the 
amniotic. sac of 14 day chick embryos, no noticeable disease 
process deyeloped. When 15 day embryos were infected with 
H. influenzae type b via the amniotic route, death, haote- 
remia 0 £ characteristic inflammatory lesions in the form of
t
purulent sinusitis, pharyngitis, tracheo-bronchitls, and
-v
4
meningo-encephalitis could be detected in, a certain propor­
tion by- microscopic study of appropriate sections. These 
lesions occurred singly or in various, combinations. The 
incidence, pathogenesis, and severity of the manifestations
were shown to be dependent on the proportion of the encap-
*
sulated virulent component of the inoculum. When this
o
bacterial infection was superimposed 24 hours after the 
establishment of the virus in the embryos, the Incidence 
and severity of the disease were significantly higher in.
the-<^ombined infections than in those infected with the ^
hacilli alorje. It was suggested'that Infection with the
#*»■# • ■ 
viral component in the combined infection promoted- the 
» . 
selective survival and more r,rpid multiplication of the
more virulent elements in the bacterial population. In
* ‘ 
1957, .Gerone', Ward, and Chappell (14) encountered a higher
* * 
mortality in albino mice infected with PR9 influenza virus
a ' - *
and pneumococci than those with either of the two agents 
alone. They indicated that the inhibition of antibody
m
formation to the virus and.the enhancement of bacterial 
growth resulted in pneumococcemia. ^
In 1959, Martin, Kunin, Gottlieb, Barnes, Liu, and 
Finland (23 J. reported 32 fatal cases of influenza occur­
red in the Boston Area during the pandemic of 1957-1953. 
Fifteen cases were of the pure viral type, 11‘of the post­
influenza staphylococcal pneumonia,„£nd 5 were influenza
i *
complicated with other types of bacterial invaders. In 
the*lr attempts to culture bacterial agents from lung 
tissues, no pathogen was recovered from the cases of pure 
viral infections, while all the staphylococcal pneumonia 
victims revealed a large number of Staphylococcus aureus. 
Among the third group, only three cases, which showed 
Pneumococcus pneumoniae in the sputum during life and 
received penicillin treatment, revealed the presence of 
Streptococcus hemolvticus, and the presence of few non-
11
pathogenic bacteria. One of the three, others Witch indicated 
freedom from pathogenic bacteria in life esthiiiiced the pres-
if-*.
ence of a large number of Proteus vulgaris trrtf few colonies \
)
of coagulase-posltive Staphylococcus aurauti. . aim case
yielded type III Pneumococcus pneumoniae and srahher showed 
*
only Streptococcus ^onMtiyn Hemophilus l±rfflm*nzae was
not isolated from any of these reported cases..
k
In I960, Janssen (21) inoculated 10 day d d  embryo­
nated eggs with a mixture of P£8 influenza -yjbusr- and; Staphy­
lococcus aureus via the allantoic sac and inciibttied them at 
37° c. for 10 days. Embryos infected with hi® viral and 
Tpacterial mixture underwent significantly hitjimr mortality 
rate than those inoculated with either of tie two; agents 
alone. This synergism was maintained even with a very small
&■
bacterial-vifal inoculum. A high mortality aafca* was observed 
in the infected embryos when the bacteria wars introduced as 
late as 24 hours after the establishment of tte viral infec­
tion. Nevertheless, no synergism was noticed Wren the viral 
infection was superimposed 24 hours after the ®^ablishment 
of the bacterial infection. When a combination ot serum- 
neutralized PRQ influenza virus and ata^hyionomtiff aureus 
was injected into the allantoic sacs of the esfinyoe, no * 
response was detected. Inoculation of the esBxtypomted eggs 
with a mixture of virus and heat or streptonyr±irn--treated
bacteria considerably decreased the synergistic action.
«
\ 12
This redaction was small in comparison with -Hist; which
follows the use of inactivated virus in the mixed inoculum.
■ -J : ;
Ian 1961., Seller, Schulman,. Bouvier, McCune, rnii Xilbourne
observed that mice infected’with non—maim* adapted"
*
•AsJLsaa strain of influenza A virus suffered ac ia^aired capac-
t
ity to remove or destroy staphylococci intxaflun*d by respira­
tory route. 1
In 1^63, Buddingh (6) reported on an iir^^estigation 
of certain aspects of the population dynamics tjf H>. influ­
enzae: type b in 14 day embryonated eggs with urd without
influenza type C virus, fllP observed that the virulence of
*
iHae bacterial strains employed as measured by for
enfiuryanated eggs was reflected in the proportion of high,
medium^ and low precipitinogen producers as determined in
9
30 done samples. Populations composed of larg* proportions
of ftdLgib or medium precipitinogen producers wscae found to be
(
more virulent than those composed of high pngnrtians of
low precipitinogen producers. The superiagaohltxan of H.
HrafTlnagrt.*a<a on the viral infection was followed by; an acclera-
ttiom of the bacterial^jjyrowth rate during the first 6-10 hours
a.® compared with that in embryos infected with the bacteria
*
alome. Furthermore, in the combined infection the bacterial 
population composition remained constant during the first 
6-1© hours. Under these circumstances,duriigj the early hours 
of jumfection, the bacterial populations were characterized
 ^by 3 predominance of high and medium preciziiinogen pro­
ducing individuals. Precipitinogen production and capsule
S  ■
formation'By these micro-organisms go hand iirr. hand. Encap­
sulated bacilli are virulent in the Dense it at they have
the capatlcy for invasion of tissues and the blood 3tream;
*
. In 1963, . Jassen,»Chappel, and Gemns ((22). exposed 
guir^ea pigs for 50 minutes to aerosols of'influenza virus 
jfnd/or Staphvlodoccus aureus. A higher mnzhalitytrate and 
^ earlier deaths were encountered in the group treated with 
a combined mixture than those' exposed trT either of the two 
agents 'alone. Reduction in the exposure time or decrease 
in the concentration of the bacterial oar vital elements' ina — • t
the inoculum resulted in a higher survival rate.. Such a
„  ‘ vi
change in the'number of deaths was more samxtive'to the 
fluctuation in the viral dose rather than that of the bac­
teria. Inactivation of the bacteria by vibration, ultra­
violet radiation or heat did not alter appreciably. the 
synergistic action; while the inactivation the virus 
interferred with this phenomenon. These authors concluded 
that the total bacterial c^lls rather than She number of 
the viable ohes is the important factor in Bringing about 
the consequences of dual infection.
\•  MATERIALS AND METHODS
« *
Collection of Amniotic Fluid frOm Normal «ad PR8 Influenza
4
Infected Embrvonated Eggs
Fourteen-day old embryonated eggs 'were inoculated
v
via the amniotic sac with PR8 influenza virus. The amni-
t .
otic fluid was collected 48 hours after- tjjrracul at ion.
Samples from each individual harvest were tested for bac-
f ' • v
terial sterility by culture on blood "w r^stt and for the
presence of virus by hemagglutination.. Sterile amniotic
;
fluids were pooled. The determination of the hemagglutina­
tion titer of the pool provided a comparative estimate of 
the quantity of the virus jpresent. NorneJL amniotic fluid 
was processed in the same manner. ^
Strains of Hemophilus influenzae T y p e jb
*4 ’ ■
Primary eultures of H. influenzae ti'pe b were obtain­
ed from cases of purulent meningitis from the contagious 
ward of Charity Hospital of Louisiana at 3few Orleans. The 
first subculture from the primary isblLat&oni Incubated on 
Levlnthal ’ s agar for 18 to 24 hours was suspended in 20 
per cent inactivated normal rabbit sexmm i® sterile distilled
14
water, distributed in ampules and lyopholi^isEd in the 
frozen state. The flame'sealed ampules ws®? stored at 
— 20°C. This provided a uniform comparable source of the 
bacterial component.  ^ >
Determination of the -Growth Curve of HemppfrtiTitiM influenzae 
Type b
Equal amounts of freshly prepared 3<sopiinfchal * s broth
and amniotic fluid from PR8 influenza infected embryonated
eggs totalling 25 ml. were combined in a ml. Hrlenmeyer
fla3k. Normal non-infected amniotic fluid set up in the
same manner served as control. One-tenth mdllliXi'ter of 
—7IQ dilution of over-night Levinthal's Ircth. culture of 
Hemophilus influenzae type b obtained from the lyopholized 
state was introduced into each of the two mtbctures, and 
then incubated at 37°C. Measured samples m b re drawn from 
each culture and set up in proper dilutions for colony 
counts in poured agar plates^at 2, 4, 6 and ® hour intervals. 
Ih two experiments of the series, the sampO®* were drawn at 
3, 6; 9 and 12, and 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 and hours respec­
tively. The number of H. influenzae type 2d ij» the initial
inoculum was determined in the same manner o,l ml. of
— 7 «D
its 10 , 10 and 10 .dilution in six pasauxeriB agar plates
respectively. The average number of baotazias obtained from 
the plate count's was* converted into number pear 1 ml. culture.
Comparative growth curves were then drawn from the data 
obtained in this manner.
Determination of the Population Composition of Hemophilus
; " 1 
influenzae Type b at Early Intervals of the Stowth Curve
( Preparation of the inoculum.—  It was necessary to
jjcnow the composition of the population in 'the Inoculum of 
H. influenzae type b to ascertain whether any changes in t 
this respect were brought about by growth in media con­
taining amniotic flu/d from embryos infected with influenza 
virus as compared with growth in media containing normal
amniotic-fluid. An inoculum with known composition was
» » 
artif icially.p{it together in the following manners An . -
arbitrarily chosen primary isolate of'5 . influenzae type b 
was inoculated into the surface of LevinthaX',s agar in such 
a way that well separated, isolated colonies grew out.
Prom this culture 30 separate adjacent colonies (clones) 
were introduced into separate 1 0 ml. amounts of Levinthal's 
broth in 50 ml. Erlenmeyter flasks. After 24 hours incuba­
tion at 37°C., the flask cultures were decanted into tubes 
and centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. for 40 minutes at 5°C. The 
supernates were decanted into separate tufae^t^ be tested 
for their precipitinogen titer. The bacterial sediments 
were resuspended in sterile skimmed milk, transferred in 1 
pi\ amounts to screw cap storage vials. Identified by number
to match each supernatant and stor'd It the CC~ chest at 
— 40°C. The gel stabilized double precipitation method of
'
gispen,,^ 9) v;as used to determine the precipitinogen titer ,
- 4»
of the supernates of the selected clone rultyres. This 
made * it possible to identify each as a Ltv„ medium and. high
i
precipitinogen producin<^rlone'~ The inotvT‘-m for the. popu­
lation composition determination was that composed by com-
1 o.
bining equal portions of three over-night Levinthal's "broth
cultures inoculated with a "low," a ” medium' and a "high’*
_ *■
precipitinogen producing clone respectively that had been 
suspended in skimmed milk and in storage at — 40°C. This 
combined culture wa^ then introduced in 3.1 ml. amounts of 
a- 10 dilution into 25 ml. of media composed of equaT pro­
portions of Levinthal’s broth .jand amniotic fluid from virus 
infected embryos and also into 25 ,*r[i. of media composed of 
equal proportions of Levinthal1 s broth araf amniotic fluid 
from uninfected embryos. These, cultures were then Incubated 
at ~37°C. and 0.5 ml. samples were withdrawn: at 3, 6 and 9 
hour intervals. At these intervals the samples welfe inocu­
lated in appropriate dilutions onto the surface of several 
Levinthal's agar plates and incubated over-night at.37°C. 
This same procedure was also carried out with the combined 
culture u%ed as inoculum.
■Selection of clones for population composition 
sample.— Prom plates inoculated at the stated intervals one
was chosen from^hich 25 to 30 adjacenttisolated clones 
could be separately transferred into 50 ml. Srlenmeyer flasks 
containing exactly 10 ml. Levinthal*s broth and then incu­
bated for 24 hours. Each culture was decanted int^ o a 
separate tube, centrifuged in the horizontal at 3000 r.p.m. 
for ‘40 minutes at 5° C. A comparison of the precipitinogen 
producing capacity of the colony samples was then made by 
the use of the spectrophotometer. This method had been
* 4
found to give results comparable to those obtained with the
* ' 
gel stabilized double diffusion method. It had the advantage
of being less laborious and not time consuming.
t '
Comparative Determination of S.S.S. Precipitate bv Spectro-
R 1 *
photometric Method
One-tenth milliliter of the individual supernate of 
the over-night culture of Hemophilus influenzae type b was
mixed in a test tube with 0.2 ml. of pooled hyperimmune
rabbit serum and the tube was placed- in a water bath at 37° C.
for 5 minutes. The mixture was then diluted to a final volume
of 2.8 ml,, with normal saline and reincuhated in the 37° C. 
water bath for another 5 minutes. The contents were then 
shaken vigorously and transferred into an absorbing cell. 
Comparative readings of the density of the resulting preci­
pitate was made with Coleman Junior Spectrophotometer, at a 
wave length of 445 mu. Classification of the different clone
samples'4.nto high, medium,, and low precipitinogen producers
a ^
was arbitrarily determined from the comparative optical 
density readings of the tesuilliing turbidities.
V
« . m
Preparation of Hyperlpmunp 3&hBf't Serum for Precipitation
' • ’ * '
of S „S.S . of Hemophilus HmfDnayiigae Type b
The method described b y  Fothergill and Chandler £12’)
was adopted for the production! of antl-Hemophilus Influenzae
type b hyperimmune^serum. SaTabits were injected intraveiji-
t
ously with live culture of influenzae type b at three 
daily intervals, followed by four days of rest. The initial 
dose was 0.05 ml. for the fiunst. week, followed by-weekly 
increments of 0.25 ml. untif the animal could*tolerate 2.0 
to 2.5 ml. The agglutinin titer of the pooled serum was 
found to be 1:1280 when tested against suspensions of the 
bacilli arid 1:64 when tested against precipitinogen. Serum 
pool was distributed in 10P ml, 3crew cap bottles and stored 
in the refrigerator (4° C.)) until used.
OBSBSTATTONS AND RESULTS
/ ' ‘ ‘ ^ The determination of the numbers of Hemophilus
influenzae type b per ml. at 2, 4, 6 and 8 hours foilowing
.. t
inoculation of .culture media composed of equal parts of 
m * •
Levinthal1s broth and normal amniotic fluid (N)-and of 
Levinthal1s broth and aaaraiotic fluid from influenza infec­
ted embryonated eggs i'y).— Table 1 presents the results 
of 10 experiments in which the numbers obtained from colony
counts performed at the indicated Intervals in the two
¥
types of media can be compared. The numbers presented are
*
the logarithms of the means of the numbers of H, influenzae
colonies that grew out from the six 0.1 ml. samples plated
at each Interval. The growth curves in Pig. 1 are con-• •
structed from the means of the mean logarithms of the ten 
experiments.
At the two and four hour intervals no impressive 
difference between the numbers of this0 micro-organism in 
both media can be ascertained. A significant difference in 
the bacterial growth in (iff) and (V) media becomes apparent 
at-the six hour interval and continues to increase until 
the eight hour period is reached.
TABLE I t v "
TUB MEAN LOGARITHM* OF TUB NUMBERS OF H&M0FHILU8 INFLUENZAS TYPE to PER ML. AT 2, 4(
6 AMO 8 HOURS tN OOLTURB MltitA 00M?S|b5 3F BQUALwKtOf LBVtN1?HAL 3 BROTH 
AND NORMAL mtmt FLUID AND hBVtttfHAt’s BROtH AND AMNIOftO FLUID
M M  fcWftttBNAfto BOOS
tKPt
ROt
VifUl - 1 HiUB 4 i aaufcft..... . ........ S-ttdt&S— .....
HA -
- I-I 1H1-.1 -mm rfriMi.Jitfiu* It —n .. ..-n.-w-- hi.*- r«i,u
(irGUBa Qfcauoa
titer Y N Y - N V
1 1*256 5.58 5.50 7; 12 7.83 10.23 10.57 12.45 12.86*
2 N 4.45 4,70 5.87 6.57 8.08 - 8.95 11.29 11.63
3 II 4.54 4.42 6.24 6.54 8.62 8.73 10.99 u;26
4 U 4.08 4.23 6.37 ‘6.68 9.74 10.30 12.11 342.64
5 1*128 3.86 3*19 6.37s 5.80 8.78 8.50 10.64 11.06
6 U 3.60 3.60 5.87 6.40 8.41 9.16 11.06 11.78
7 If 3.82 3.74 6.33 6.41 8.79 9.03 11.33 11.69
8 II 3.27 3.20 6.13 6.17 6.81 8.61 10.90 11.67
9 K 4.05 4.01 6.68 7.04 9.09 9.61 11.13* 12.82
10 lr64 3.04 2.74 .
r
7.04 6.73 9.80 10.12 13.18 13.40
Mean 4.03 3.93 ; 6.46 * 6.61 8.86 9.36 11.51 12.10
^Natural logarithm.
N ■ Lavinthal'a broth and ’hormal amniotic fluid.
KJ
V • Lavinthal'a broth and amniotic fluid from influansa infactad ambryonatad M
agga.
7
HA * Hemagglutination.
HOURS
3^^lire 1. Growth curves of Hemophilus 1 influenzae 
type Is stt Z„ 4r 6 and 8 hours in culture media composed of 
equal gxarta of Levinthal' s broth and normal acmffilctic fluid 
(35D) anS Lffljrixithal' s broth and amniotic fluid from Influenza 
InfePlagB enibryonated eggs (V). - )
Table II.presents statistical support for the valid­
ity of the a s s u m t h a t  the growth rate of H. influenzae
¥ I  ^ '
is. accelerated in media^(V) as com red to the growth in
media (N). At the two hour period fwo observations out of 
ten (experiments 2 and 4) indicated that the numbers of H. .
influenzae in media (V) are greater than that in media (N).
& - •
One observation out of ten exhibited equal numbers' in both*
media.- In seven out of ten observations there were larger 
bacterial numbers in media (N) than in media (V). The dif­
ference between the bacterial numbers in both media during 
the first two hours of incubation very likely reflects the
variation in.the numbers of micro-organisms in the inocula.
observations show greater bacterial numbers in (V) than (N)
media. At the six hour period, ninety per cent and at the
showed greater bacterial growth in media (V).
The differences in slopes of the curves of H. Influenzae 
in (NT) and (V) media are not restricted to the early hours 
of growth. Table III and Figures 2 and 3 are based on obser- 
vations made in two separate experiments in whieli the numbers 
of H. influenzae per ml. in both media were determined at 3,
9 and 12 hour periods and 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 and 24 hour
However, at the four hour interval, there is an increase in 
*the frequency of the greater numbers of H. influenzae in (V) 
as compared to (N) media. Eighty per cent of the total
eight hour interval 100 per cent of the total observations
• • 24
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE SBQMnBE RATE OF HEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE TYPE b 
AT 2/ 4, 6 AND 8 HfiMffiS  m  CULTURE MEDIA COMPOSED OF EQUAL 
PARTS OF LEimmBtiL,,S  BROTH AND NORMAL AMNIOTIC FLUID 
(N) AND l®mB!ISSBIL"S BROTH* AND AMNIOTIC FLUID FROM 
XHFL DSWZa. JggHCTED EMBRYONATED EGGS' (V)
Exp. no. - 2 Hour® 4 Hours 6 Hours
»
.8 Hours
1 — + + +
2 + + + +
3 • — + +
4 +
B
+ + * +
5 — . — —
6 0 +
V..
+ +
7 — + + + • -
8 -  ^ + +
9 —  ■ + + 4*
10 —  ■ — + +
Per cent ( + ) 20 80
y
90 100
+ s .(v > m. *
0 z (v *  ®D. ■
(V < irj.
-
I
TABLE III
LOGARITHM* OP THE MEAN NUMBER OP qimawthfol 1NPLUEH2AE TYPE & PER ML* AT 3, 6, 9, 
12* 19, iBi 21 AND 24 HoURSk IN GULTURfi MEDlA doMPOSED OP EQUAL PARTS OF 
LRviNfBAL'R BROTH AND NORMAL AMNiOTfO PLUiO (N) ANN LRVfNTHAL1 s 
1R0TH AN§ AMNi@¥i@ PLUf B PROM 1NPLU1NBA INISOTSB
SK©ft¥§NA¥8B 1§& (V)
B*P,
no.
UA
titer Groups 3 Hours 6 Hours 9 Hours 12 Hours 15 Hours 18 Hours 21 Hours
*
24 Hours
o
N 4.79 8.86 12.82 16.79
n 1«32 •
V 4.91 • 9.51 13.80 17.53
„
• N 9.09 12.21 16.12 19.11 21.45 22.06 22* 24
12 1*64 9
i Y
•
10.31 15.05 19.83 21.96 22.87 22.85 
«
22.87
*
Natural logarithm.
26 *
H*.
•S
*1
g'
1
01*
-J
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Figure 2. Growth curves of i«« influpnzap
type b  at 3, 6, 9 and -12 hours in culture media composed 
of equal parts of Levinthal' s broth and normal amniotic 
fluid (N) and Levinthal's broth and anoiocic fluid from 
Influenza infected embryonated eggs (V).
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Figure 3. Growth curves of Hemophilus influenzae type b at 6, 9, 
12, 15, 18, 21 and 24 hours in culture media composed of equal parts of 
Levinthal's broth and normal amniotic fluid (N) and Levinthal's broth and 
amniotic fluid from influenza infected embryonated eggs (V).
t
t
fO . -si
intervals. The more rapid increase in bacterial numbers in 
.media (V) is clearly apparent. The difference between the •
two declines gradually after the twelve hour period. The
0
leveling out of botfo curves around the eighteen hour period
* V
indicates the appr>fiHac& of the stationary phase as the number
of viable micro-organisms approach one anbther. At the * *
twenty-one hour period!,, the stationary prfase is reached and 
the numbers in both aj®dE£a become still closer. At the 
twenty-four hour interval r the growth rates in each of the 
media appear *to be stabilized. The fact that the’ two curves 
approach each other the stationary phase without inter­
section is an important observation that will be discussed 
later.
The determination! Of the presence or absence of growth
/
inhibitory factors fear Sgnoohilds Influenzae type b in normal 
amniotic fluid.— Approadjmately equal numbers of H. influenzae 
were inoculated into IS ml. of media composed of equal parts 
of Levinthal' s broxtSi and normal an^ip^tic fluid (N) and into 
the same amount of straight Levinthal1 s broth (L). Appro­
priately diluted ssnpiILea: were set up for colony'counts at 2,
4, 6 and 8 hour intervala:. The In values of the counts 
per ml. of media are presented in Table IV and Figure 4. A 
definite increase in tbe growth rate of H. influenzae in media
n I ‘ *
(N) over media £L3 is readily observed. • Although some of the 
irregularities may be attributed to sampling errors, the
TABLE-IV *
THE LOGARITHM* OF THE MEAN NUMBER OF HEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE TYPE b PER ML. AT- 2, 4, 
6, AND 8 HOURS IN CULTURE MEDIA'COMPOSED OF EQUAL PARTS OF LEVINTHAL'S BROTH 
AND NORMAL AMNIOTIC FLUID AND LEVINTHAL'3 BROTH ALONE
-
2 Hours 4 Houra 6 Hours O Hours
Exp. no. Groups Groups _Gtqups Groups
_ N ..  L N . L N L N L '
l3■ 3,^ 0 3.6? 7.04 3.?7 .0,91 9.31 *
1
i J
13.ip 11.05
l4 ............r 4 9,39 6,39 v 11. 23 ’ 9', 63
13
i
«•
6.75 3.91 9.73 6,or
:--------- _*=---
4 , .
* ■ Natural lO'jafibbitt.
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. Figure 4. Growth curves of HeipgwdbtiTiiiPT: influenzae 
type b at 2 ,  3 ,  6 and 8'hours in culbur® urerdlia composed of 
equal parts of Levinthal’s broth and ■wpmnmn amniotic fluid 
(N) and Levinthal*s broth alone (L)„
general trend of the curves indicates that H.. influenzae
* '. w' ’
multiplies more rapidly in me£ia (N) than in media (L).
4
It may ,be concluded therefore, that normal amniotic fluid 
does not contain growth inhibitory factors for this micro- 
organism.
The determination of the presence or absence of a
growth enhancing factor for Hemophilus influenzae type b
supplied bv influenza virus per se.— Approximately equal
numbers of H. influenzae were inoculated into 25 Sol. of_     »
media consisting of equal parts of Levinthal1 s broth and
amrtiotic fluid from Influenza virus infected; embryonated
eggs (SV) and into the same amount of media consisting of
Levinthal's broth and equal parts of the same amniotic 
* * 
fluid from which the* virus had been removed by hemadsorption
(SO). Colony counts were made with appropriately diluted
samples withdrawn from each culture at 2 ,  4 ,  6 and 8 hour
*
intervals. Table V presents the In values of the number 
of bacteria per ml. culture at each of these intervals.
Figure 5 presents the growth curves obtained in media (SV) 
and (SO) drawn to the means of the mean In values of the
bacterial number per ml. of culture at each time interval
* ' *
obtained in six experiments.
No significant differences in growth rate of H. influ­
enzae in the two media could be ascertained. The biostatis- 
tical evaluation of these data (see Appendix) supports this
TABLE V
THE MEAN LOGARITHM* OF THE NUMBERS OF HEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE TYPE b PER ML. AT 2, 4,
6 AND 8 HOURS IN CULTURE MEDIA COMPOSED OF EQUAL PARTS OF LEVINTHAL*S BROTH
AND AMNIOTIC FLUID FROM. INFLUENZA INFECTED EMBRYONATED EGGS FROM WHICH ‘
THE VIRUS HAS BEEN REMOVED BY HEMADSORPTION AND LEVINTHAL*.S BROTH • ' - ,
AND SIMILAR AMNIOTIC FLUID TO WHICH THE VIRUS HAS BEEN ADDED
Exp.
2 Hours 4 Hours 6 Hours • 8 Hour's
HA titer
Groups G^roups Groups Groups
no. Original Final SO • SV SO SV , SO SV SO , ■ SV.
16 1:256 1:128 4.08 4.23 . 6.37 6.‘68 9.74 10.30 12.11 12.64 ;
17 1:128 1:64 2.83 2.64 7. 23 ‘7.57- .9.61 9.70 -12.21 11.60
18 1:128 1:64 3.45 3.74
*
6.41 6.78 9^ 03 9.12 11.39 12.29
19 1:128 1:64 3-. 27 3.20 6.49 6.17 ‘ 8.79 8.61 12.42 . 11.7Q
20 1:128 1:128 3.88 4.01 7.12 7.04 9.68 9.67 12.76 12.82,
21 1:64 1:32 3.81 2.74 6.76
< • 6.73 9.90 10.12.P
13.13 12.82
Mean 3.55 3.43 6.74 6.83 9.46 9'. 59 12.34 • 12.31.
^Natural logarithm. ’ ' ,
Viral HA titer far SO is aero in all experiments.
90 s levinthal'a breth and awniotie fluid fram influenza infeeted emferyanated
fretn whieh bh§ virus hla^ h@§n remeved by h§mad§©rptien,
9V » Levinthal*§ bf©th and amni©fie fluid fr©m infldensa infected embryonated
eggs, treated lifce $Q( and t© Whieh the virua has then been added.
HOURS
Figure 5. Growth curves of Hemophilus influenzae 
type b at 2, 3, 6 and 8 hours in culture media composed 
of equal parts of Levinthal's broth and amniotic fluid 
from influenza infected embryonated eggs from which the 
virus has been removed by hemadsorption (SO) and Levinthal's 
broth and similar amniotic fluid to which the virus has been 
added (SV).
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conclusion. It is thus unlikely thatj the growth enhancing 
factors in the combined infection are present in or closely 
bound to the influenza, virus particles.
The validity.of this conclusion was further tested
*
by means of the following experiment* .Virus was removed by • *
" ' ’
hemadsorption from measured samples of amniotic fluid obtained
from influenza virus infected embryonated eggs and added to
* ' » ► •
• *¥•
the same amount of normal amniotic fluid that was then mixed
/
with equal parts of Levinthal's broth (NV). The virus free
amniotic fluid obtained in this manner was mixed with equal
amount of Levinthal1s broth (SO). Both media were inoculated ■ * -•
with approximately equal numbers of H. influenzae and incu­
bated at 37° C. Appropriately diluted samples were set up 
for colony counts at 6 and 8 hour intervals. The number of
i
colonies grown from these samples is presented in Table VT 
as the In values for the mean numbers of H. influenzae 
per ml. culture. These values and the curves presented in 
Figure 6 indicate that the growth enhancing factors are pre­
sent in the amniotic fluid from virus infected eggs and does 
not reside in the virus particles, per se. .The significant
i - '
difference between the two slopes is supported by statistical
*
analysis (see Appendix).
(
TABLE VI
%
THE MEAN LOGARITHM* OF THE NUMBERS OF HEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE TYPE b PER ML. AT ft AftD 0 
HOURS IN CULTURE MEDIA COMPOSED OF .EQUAL PARTS OF LEVINTHSL'S BROTH AND AMNIOTIC 
FLUID FROM INFLUENZA INFECTED EMBRYONATED EGGS FROM WHICH THE VIRUS HAS 
BEEN REMOVED BY HEMADSORPTION AND LEVINTHAL*S BROTH AND NORMAL 
. AMNIOTIC FLUID TO WHICH THE VIRUS HAS BEEN ADDED
ha titer •_________ Lasass____;________________ S.J9 m  k
Exp, no, original Final GrouDB Groups
 . '________    SO   NV-__________ SO__________ NV
22 1:128 1:128 8.01 7.79 *10.36 10.29
23 1:128 1:64 9.01 7.72 . 11.84 10,37 -
i
24 1:128 1:128 9.94 • 8.45 . 13.16 10.94
25 1:128 1:128 9.53 6.22 13.43 9.62
26 1:64 1:32 9.92 9.30. . 13.48 i2.51
27 ' 1:64 1:32 ■ 11.77
0
11.14 15.20 14.11 • ‘
Mean 9.70 8.44 12.93. 11.31
Natural logarithm.
Viral HA titer for SO is zero in all experiments.
SO = Levinthal's broth and amniotic fluid from influenza infected embryonated 
eggs from yhich the virus has been removed by hemadsorption.
I
.NV = Levinthal's broth and normal amniotic fluid to which the virus has 
been added.
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Figure 6. Growth, curves of Hemophilus inflBanzae 
type- i  at 6 and 8 hours in culture media composed of e q u a l . 
parts of Levinthal * s broth and amniotic fluid from influenza 
infected embryonated eggs from tehich the virus has been 
removed b y  hemadsorption (SO) and Levinthal*s broth and 
normal amniotic fluid to which the virus has been added 
•W).
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' Comt&rison of -the pocnaLattion composition of Hemophilus- 
influenzae type b cultured iga media composed of equal parts
» ‘ a
of Levinthal1 s broth and mammall amniotic fluid (N) and in 
Levinthal1 s- broth with ecmal macrttg;' of amniotic fluid from
influenza virus infected itaniaarwoiiFafeed eggs (V).— It was ' sopn ^ *
realized that the division of ffi. Influenzae populations into
• » «•
low, medium and high preqipdLttMm^ea producing clones was an
•0
arbitrary one that made no signclfleantdistinction. - The 
only sharp distinction that csmnlcf be made was between clones 
that produced^ detectable precdLpdlttinogen and those that did 
not. In the following expfetibnemrtta th< distinction between 
precipitinogen and non-precijptittf mogen producing clones .only 
will be made.
Table VII and figure 1 gireseat the results of a
Arepresentative experiment in wfeicb. a comparison was made of
, ■»
the population composition of EE. influenzae growing in media
(N) and media (V) at the 3. €>„ 9 and .12 hour intervals
following inoculation. The linntanuflum consisted of 0.1 ml. of
a 10 ^ dilution of a populations of H. Influenzae type b con-
tainlng 68.75 per cent precti tpfltimpgen. producing and 21.25 per
cent non-precipitinogen pgiodhftcimg clones. In°medium (N) the
precipitinogen producing d<oaaeg dSecreased from 68.75 per cent
to 33.33t per cent over tihe tswBeewie hour peripd. In medium (V)
•* v
precipitinogen producing -riLcanes tmcreaaed from 68.75 per £ent
\TABLE VII :
■ i
THE PERCENTAGES OF THE PRECIPITINOGEN PRODUCING CLONES IN A  POPULATION OF HEMOPHILUS 
IHFLtilte*g TYPE B  AT 0, 3, 6, 9 AND 12 HOURS IN CULTURE MEDIA COMPOSED OF EQUAL 
PARTS OF LBVINTHAL'S BROTH AND NORMAL AMNIOTIC FLUID (N) AND LEVINTHAL’S
broTh Aim Afwiotie fluid From influenza infected eMbryoNated egUs (v )
§*pt HA 
ae, titef
...iHfiUIrS* ... £.&&*§. .
.. . .-.. .... \
m m  |fe8
____
He, * * Me, Me, % *
__t_
Me,
*
Me, M i Me,
*
ne, * * Me,A Me, * *
• N 22
t
68,75 12 16 42,86 16
--------- —
17 4S,39 9 22 29,03 10 20 33,33
28 If64
t
*
%
‘
V 22 10 68.75 22 8 73.33 26 5 .83.87 27 
—.1 ■ 1
6 81.82 28 4 87.50
^Obtained from the estimation of the population composition of the initial bacter­
ial inoculum.
+ = Precipitinogen producing clone. 
-  = Non-producing clone.
U)
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Figure 7. The percentages of precipitinogen producing clones 
in a population of Hemophilus influenzae type b during 12 hour period 
in cullture media composed of equal parts of Levitithal's broth and normal 
amniotic fluid (N) and Levinthal's broth and amniotic fluid from 
influenza infected embryonated eggs (V).
u>
in
to 87.50 per cent durlrnr the same time intervals. It is 
a pparent that in v±tro culture of H. influenzae in media 
containing amniotic from virus infected eggs promotes-
the mainte n a n c e  a n d  imEsi^fcse of the precipitinogen producing, 
i.e., virulent,-haactaexiueil clones as comp a r e d  to m e d i a  con-
b
taining normal emmicrtir fluid in which the proportion of 
v i r u l e n t •bacterial elenentra r a p i d l y  decreases.
Determination t he effect of influenza virus per se 
on the . population -nomacMititian of H e m ophilus influenzae type 
b  d uring the ea r l y  gjawai p h a s e .— Virus was *removed b y  h e m a d ­
s orp t i o n  from a sample <sf amniotic fluid o b t a i n e d  fro m  
influenza virus I n f e cted em b ry o n a t e d  eggs. The virus free 
sample was m i x e d  wi t h  erual part of L e v i n t h a l 's broth (SO). 
A n o ther culture m e d i u m  was: prepared from equal parts of 
L e v i n t h a l 1 s “br o t h  and nnnio t i c  fluid identical to that in 
media (SO) in which -the virus h a d  b e e n  replaced (SV). The 
third culture m e d i u m  prepared from equal parts of
Levinthal *s b r o t h  a n d  mstsnai amniotic fluid (N). A p p r o x i ­
m a t e l y  identical inocxiSa were introduced into each medium.
The popul^tjiion compasJiblax o f  the bacteria in eac h  culture 
was d e t ermined at C„ 3„ $  a n d  9 hour intervals. „ Tlje results 
are p r e s e n t e d  in Tabl.^ 7 E I X  and 7igures 8 and 9. Experiment
* t
29 in Table VIJ£I and T&srcs 8  exhibits a sharp d r o p  'in the
percentage of the pcreriigf hi nogen producing clones of H. influ-
■ •
enzae grown in m e d i u m  (Cf)) fr o m  71.45 per cent at 0 hour to
TABLE VIII
THE PERCENTAGES OF THE PRECIPITINOGEN PRODUCING CLONES IN A POPULATION OF HEMOPHILUS
INFLUENZAE TYPE D  AT 0, 3, AND 9 HOURS IN CULTURE MEDIA COMPOSED OF EQUAL PARTS
OF LEVINTHAL'S BROTH AND NORMAL AMNIOTIC FLUID, LEVINTHAL'S BROTH AND AMNIOTIC 
FLUID FROM INFLUENZA INFECTED EMBRYONATED EGGS P&OM WHICH THE VIRUS HAS 
BEEN REMOVED BY HEMADSORPTION, AND LEVINTHAL'8 BROTH AND AMNIOTIC 
FLUID FROM INFECTED EMIRYOMATBO EGGS FROM WHICH THE VIRUS HAS
BEEN REMOVED BY HEMADSORPTION AND THEN ADDED BY ELUTION
/
D tp , HA M O D E S ,,w  6 I t f lg E  , » B.HQHFfl
n©, Original final ^  ^ + ^  |^f % + + ^  % *
V.
+ + *=   + ^  +
• ** <
N 25 8 71.43 11 2 34.62 13 15 •46.43 4 26 13.33
29 lt64 0 SO 25 8 71.43 24 3 88.89 25 3 89.29 78 10 88.64
It 32 SV 25 8 *71.43 17 % 65.39 19 5 82.76 25
3
4 86.21
N 23 7 76.67 14 13 51.86 13 y* 43.33 9 21 30.00
30 . 1|64 0 SO 23 7 76.67 26 5 83.88 *23 7 76.67 35 2 94.60
It 32 SV 23 7 76.67 22 6 78,58 319 6 86.49 33 0 100,00
Viral HA titer for SO is zero in all experiments.
N * Levinthal's broth and normal amniotic fluid.
SO * Levinthal's broth and amniotic fluid ffom Influenza infected embryonated eggs 
from which the virus has been removed by hemadsorption.
SV * Levinthal's .broth and amniotic fluid from influenza infected embryonated eggs 
treated as SO and to which the virus has been then added.
i a
*es
HOURS
.Figure 8. The percentages of the precipitinogen producing clones in 
a population of wmnophllua influenzae type b during 9 hour period in culture 
media composed of equal parts of Levinthal1 s broth and normal ^mniotic fluid 
(N), Levinthal's broth and amniotic fluid from influenza infected embryonated j 
eggs from which the virus has been removed by hemadsorption {SO) and Levinthal1 s 
broth and amniotic fluid from infected embryos treated as "S" to which the virus 
has been then added (SV).
K  HOURS| vr - . • ■
figure a. the p©f©eftfe3f§§ @f pf©§4p4%4fi@fen pf@^y@4ftf ©^ §r§§ 4ft 
a ©9pylau@ft ©I HameBhilus iBfluenaae feyge b dyfiftg I h m f  gftf4©i 4ft §y4%yf§ 
media @f & % m \ p m  @f feftvififenai’g bf©feh aftd R@fm§l amft4©%4© fi©4d
(N)« LeviRfefcftl's h?©%h and amniotic flyid from influenaa infected embryonated 
eggs from which the virus has been removed by hemadsorption (SO) and Levinthal*s 
broth and amniotic fluid from infected embryos treated as "3" to which the virus 
has been then added (SV).
13.33 per cent at 9 hour period. In (SO) and (SV)) msdstla
the precipitinogen producing clones increased from VE.,45 
' 0
per cent at the 0 hour to 88.89 per cent and 86.21 psr cent 
respectively.
In experiment 30, Table VIII and Figure 9„ aft® pre­
cipitinogen producing clones of H. influenzae grown media 
(N) decreased from 76.67 per cent at the 0 hour -to 33LGG 
per cent at 9 hour interval, while in (SO) and (SV)) med&a 
the proportion of these clones increased from 75.577 ger 
cent at the 0 hour to 94.60 per cent and 100.00 per cent 
respectively at the 9 hour interval. The results ps®n»irted 
in these two experiments indicate that in in -vitro,, tft® virus
v
particles by themselves do not influence the popunsttitom 
composition of H, influenzae type b and that the facttnara: that 
maintain and increase the proportion of virulent clsnas; are
r> *
very likely products derived frofti the virus infected cefI-13
\
released into the amniotic fluid.
VDISCUSSION
* * . - 
v The foregoing experiments were cmmSmrtted to determine
if the virulence enhancing effect for SamimThiUliua inffl-uenzae 
in combined infection with influenza vims® mould be ascribed 
to the -virus per ae or to some factor tnr gprtaup of factors, 
presumably produced by the virus infect®® ce-Ti 13 of the amni­
otic membrane of embryonated °eggs. It jL® apparent that the 
virus as such does not influence the bactteiriiaJI growth rate, 
neither does it affect bacterial viruJLaate® nor does it seem 
to have anything to do with maintaining ttSne encapsulated,
t ■
i.e., virulent, elements of the bacterial population. What­
ever this virulence enhancing factor or factors may be, it 
appears to be present in the amniotic Outttx® of Influenza 
virus infected embryonated eggs and Its presence Can be demon­
strated by the in Vitro methods used in ttBrese experiments.
These factors or substances appear ttc be proteins.
Their nature or mode of action In maintaining and enhancing 
bacterial virulence is still obscure. fftoaH.flnniinary assays by 
ether, cold alcohol and sodium hydroxide precipitation indi­
cate that there is a much greater quantity of protein in amni­
otic fluid from virus infected embryonal®® eggs than in fluid
45
a -
/
from norm j^. embryos. This circumstance by itself could 
account, for the fact that tjie growth curves of H. Influenzae 
in media containing amniotic fluid from virus infected 
embryos and in media containing normal fluid approach each 
other during the stationary phase but do not intersect. The 
.availability of more protein during this phase may maintain 
bacterial multiplication. The additional buffering eff'ect 
of the. protein very likely stabilizes pH and neutralizes 
staling factors that slow the growth.
The components in amniotic fluid of virus infected 
embryonated eggs that enhance bacterial virulence in combined 
infectior\ have not been identified. Until this is accom-
a
plished the mechanism of their action is not known and remains 
the subject of speculation. The stabilization of pH and the 
neutralization of staling factors may be important at the 
stationary phase of the growth curve but would not seem to 
be influential during the early hours of growth when the popu­
lation dynamics in the direction of increased virulence are 
most in evidence. This phenomenon most likely involves popu­
lation competition. Precipitinogen or capsule producing 
clones appear to possess an inherentf i.e., genetically deter­
mined, capacity for extremely rapid multiplication provided 
the'substrates for capsule producing mechanism are available 
in abundance. It would be important to explore the possibility 
that complete carbohydrate building blocks are readily avail—
47
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able in amniotic fluid from virus infected embryos. These 
might be incomplete viral subunits of the ribose conjugated 
carbohydrate variety in view of the fact that influenza is
4'
an RNA virus.
Prom the genetic standpoint, certain interesting
0
possibilities present themselves. H. influenzae-is a Ttaigjtely 
adapted parasite and is dependent on the host or artificial 
* media for at least the well known V and X factors. Pease 
,and Bisset (24) have suggested for instance that the influx
a
enza bacillus may be the evolutionary ancestor of Influenza 
virus by the so called "hypothesis of parasitic degeneration" 
(fcurnet, 7). Some strains of Hemophilus degenerate into 
mycoplasma or pleuropneumonia-like forms. These L-forms
f  . .
possess the capacity for hemagglutination. Freshly isolated 
influenza virus strains often exhibit "large bodies* almost 
identical to those in L-forms of the pleuropneumonia-like 
group of micro-organisms. Under certain conditions filaame©-
■ j ,
tous forms of H. influenzae can be induced that are almost
identical with the filamentous forms found in recently isolated
strains of influenza virus (24). If this were true, then,
some of the genetic make-up of the bacterial ancestor may
have been handed down to the viral descendent. This genetic
determinant may still preserve the code for certain jButri—
*
tional requirements and thus the bacterium and the v i m »  may 
share the demand for the same substances. The bacteria
acquire proteins, for instance, through the polymerization
h *
of amino acids obtained from the media and the virus through 
* r
cellular metabolic alteration brought about by the infective
»
virus itself. Thus, the protein or its precursors (amino
a
acids or even polypeptides) may accumulate in the cell and 
diffuse out or be released by the ruptured cell. Conse­
quently, the. bacterium will have access to this nutritional 
substance "that is made ready for it by the infected cell.
This .in vitro analysis of the problem of combined 
viral and bacterial infection supports the hypothesis drawn 
from the results of the experimental infections of embryonated 
eggs (5, 6). A selective survival and more rapid growth of 
the virulent elements of H. influenzae populations can be 
demonstrated. The conclusion that influenza virus infected 
cells provide environmental and nutritional conditions that 
enhance the virulence of H. influenzae populations can be 
restricted to,exclude the virus itself. Further investiga-
if.
. tion can be directed towards identification and characteriza-
• * *
tion of these factors and the mechanism of their virulence 
enhancing effect by biochemical analysis of the amniotic 
fluid of infected embryonated eggs from which the virus parti­
cles and hemagglutinating elements are removed by adsorption 
on erythrocytes and perhaps other biochemical and physical 
means. '
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The findings thus far appear to he applicable in
) * ' *
explaining the increase in virulence of Hemophilus infleunzae 
observed in the combined infections studied by Dochez, et al 
(10) and the synergistic effect on Hemophilus influenzae 
suis observed by Bang (1, 2). A certain amount of caution
o
must be exercised in applying these explanations to combined 
infections with other bacterial species such as the strep-
<• i • ’
tococci, pneumococci and staphylococci- (3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 13,
14, 16/ 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, and 29). These 
micro-organisms differ greatly from Hemophilus influenzae in * 
mechanisms of pathogenicity.^ 'Although the role of factors 
/-produced by virus infected cells cannot be ignored, the comp­
lications introduced by streptococcal and staphylococcal 
exotoxins and variations in virulence between pneumococcal
*  4
types emphasize the necessity for analysing these host- 
parasitic relationships as problems in their own right.
The possible elucidation of some of the mechanism or 
cycle.of events that operate in combined viral and bacterial
• r
infection would be of considerable importance in obtaining 
further insight into certain basic biological, phenomendn. 
Infectious disease is usually considered as the product of
i
the balance between two contenders, the host and parasite.
That three contenders may in certain Instances be involved 
and that the establishment of disease in the host can result 
from the interaction between two parasite populations presents
r
new problems regarding bost-parasite relationships. Further­
more, the possibility of identifying particular factors^ 
related to the viral parasite and/or the reaction between
si j
host cells and virus wbuld provide a better understanding of
!
the pathogenesis of, many infectious diseases.
The separation of some of these factors should • 
eventually lead to a better definition of these components 
that exert influence on the dynamics of the bacterial popu-
o
lation that seem to determine their disease producing poten­
tialities. It may even be possible to characterize these 
components biochemically and thus utilize them in better 
directed research for -the nature of bacterial grbwth promoting 
factors. Presumably also the developments of techniques in 
this direction might uncover mechanisms that would influence* 
viral production either favorably or unfavorably. With the 
more exact characterization of the ‘factors that operate in 
enhancing bacterial virulence in the combined infective pro-
, v
cess, the way may be„opened for the discovery of more refined 
and perhaps more subtle and effective means of therapy;
SUMMARY
J
oSignificantly faster growth rates of Hemophilus 
influenzae type b were observed in inoculated culture 
media composed of equal parts of Levinthal's broth and 
amniotic fluid from PR8 influenza virus infected embryo- 
nated eggs 'than in inoculated media composed of equal 
portions of Levinthal1s broth and normal amniotic fluid. 
Similarly, culture media composed of equal portions of 
Levinthal's broth and amniotic fluid from infected embryos 
maintained the proportion of precipitinogen producing (more 
virulent) clones of H. influenzae, while the proportion of 
these clones decreased progressively during the early hours 
of growth in culture media prepared from equal parts of
4- r
Levinthal's broth and normal amniotic fluid. It was further 
determined that normal amniotic fluid does not possess 
growth inhibitory factors for H. influenzae. Moreover, 
removal of virus by hemadsorption from culture media com­
posed of equal portions of Levinthal1s broth and amniotic 
fluid from influenza virus infected embryonated eggs neither 
reduced the growth fate nor the proportion of precipitinogen 
producing clones of H. influenzae. This suggests that growth
52
' \
enhancing factors are present in the amniotic fluid from
*
infected embryos and not bound to or Inherent in the viral
**■ r
particles per se. It may thus be concluded that a substance
or group of substances liberated from the virus infected
cells of the amniotic sac contain the factors that pro- .
• *
mote the growth and multiplication of the precipitinogen 
producing or the more virulent clones in the bacterial 
population.
The methods developed in these experiments provide
an opportunity for the more exact characterization of the
^ * b
virulence promoting factors that are produced for bacterial 
populations by virus infected cells.
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APPENDIX
t
Results— Normal (N) vs Virus (V) groups
(1) Bacteria counts were made on plates Originating
fjrom samples selected from each flask at each
1 *
time period. (Since some eamples were con­
taminated, sample size varied from 3 to 6 
samples per flask per time period.)
(2) Counts were converted to natural logarithms (In) 
and a mean (In count) was computed for each flask 
for each time period (2 flasks x 4 time periods
= 8 observations).
t ' , *
♦
(3) The basic experiment was replicated 10 times sd
t
that the analysis was based on 80 observations 
(10 experiments x 2 flasks (treatments) x 4 time 
periods = 80 observations ).
(4) For the Normal (N) group the slope of the "best 
fitting*' straight line was 2.49 In units, per 2 hour
k ** *
time period. The corresponding slope for the 
Virus (V) group was 2.72 In units per-2 hour time 
period.
56
(5) These slopes appear to be different. The F value
' r .
associated.with variability among slopes was 5.19
4
(P < .053.*
• 1
Supernatant (SO) vs Vinss added (SV) groups
'(1) Procedures for this aeries of experiments are 
a identical with) those described for comparison of
Normal (N) aaad Virus (V) groups. Samples wete 
' selected from each flask at 2, 4, 6 and 8 hours;, 
a mean In ooumt was computed for each flask (treat­
ment) for e&dfe time period giving 8 observations 
. per7 experiment ( \2 flasks x 4 time periods = 8
observations5. The basic experiment was replicated 
6 times giving a total of 48 observations for the 
analysis (2 flashes x 4 time periods x 6 experiments 
x - 48 observations
(2) ; For the Supernatant (SO)-group the slope of the best
*
fitting straight line was 2.91 In units per 2 hour
time period.,, Ttoar the Virus Added (SV) group the
corresponding slope was 2.94 In units per 2 hour 
* *
time period.
*
For a detailed discussion of the method used to make 
this analysis,, see secfcJLcm 12.8 of G. W. Spedecor, Statistical 
Methods (Fifth edition- &mes, Iowa* Iowa State College Press, 
1962).
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(3) » Ther'e is not sufficient evidence to conclude that 
the slopes of these^ two lines are really different, 
The P value associated with variability among 
slopes is 0.10 (to be significant at the .05 level
an F value of 4.12 or larger <would have been _
*
required).
■i - ' •
fl
I‘1 • ANOVA TABLE A 
NORMAL VS VIRUS 3BOTF
Source df SS ms
Error 63 16.91 .27
TOTAL 79 722.41
Denotes significance at .05 level.
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Hours
o
Groups
Replications
3
1
9
679.05
1.90
23.07
226.35
1.9°
2.56'
838.33
7.04
9.48
Hours X Groups 
Among slopes 
Non-linear
3
1
2
1.48
1.40
.08
.49
1.40
.04
1.81
5.19*
.15
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ANOVA .TABLE 3 
SUPERNATANT (SO) vs VIRUS ADDED (SV)
Source df SS ms ■' F
>
Hours 3 513.96 171,32 215.81
Groups 1 .00 .00 0.00
Replications 5 4.03 .81 3.86
Hours X Grbups (3) (.12) (.04)
Among slopes 1 .02 .02 0.10
Non-linear 2 .10 .05 0.24
Error 35 7.34 .21
4 *
TOTAL 47 525.45 '
cI
1
!
61
Supernatant {‘SO) vs Normal and Virus (NV)
(1) Results may be summarized in the following table
«
of mean In counts*
Treatment Group 6 Hours 8 Hours Treatment Means
(SO) 9.70 ' 12.91 11.30
(NV) 8.44 11.31 ' 9.87
Hour Means 9.07 12.11
*
10.59
(2) Treatment means appear to be different? the F value 
associated with variability among groups is 22.31I
(P < .01).
4 ¥
62
ANOVA TABLE C
j
SUPERNATANT (SO) vs NORMAL PLUS'VIRUS (NV)
f
Source df SS ms F *
Hours 1 55.48 55.48 100.87
Groups 1 12.27 12.27 ■ 22.31
Replications - 5 41.23 8.25 15.00
t
Hours X Groups i .17 .17 .31
Error 15' 8.29 * .55
TQTAL * 23 117.44
5 3
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